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1. Executive Summary 
 

This Operating Document has been created inline with Operating Procedures from the 
Massey University Extramural Students’ Society Constitution: 

b) Operating Procedures 
The Board of Directors shall develop and maintain an Operating Document containing the 
following:  

1. Policies for the conduct of the Society's business  

2. Inventory of the Society's systems of operation and the general procedures for functioning 
of these systems 

3. Delegations of authority from the Membership to the President, clearly indicating the kinds 
of actions and financial expenditures the President:  

(a) Must take, versus  

(b) May take independently, versus  

(c) May take following prior written notification to the board, versus  

(d) May take with the permission of the majority of the board excluding the president, versus  

(e) Must take if instructed by a majority of the Board excluding the President, versus  

(f) Must never take  

The Operating Document shall not impose unreasonable restrictions on the authority and 
liberty of the President to conduct Society business in fulfilment of the Society's Constitution 
and Policies.  

 

2. Accountability and Scope 

2.1. Overview 
Massey@Distance draws a portion of Student Services Levy (SSL) payments added to 
students’ tuition fees. As such, it effectively consumes a portion of future earnings of 
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Studylink-funded students, while adding to the present-day tuition costs of self-funded 
students. 

With this financial footprint comes great responsibility and accountability. It is incumbent on 
Massey@Distance to deliver value to Distance Education (DE) students and the University 
overall, well in excess of the opportunity cost of the funds it receives. 

2.2. Helping Distance Education Students in Ways the 
University Cannot 
 

1. Tacit knowledge forms in social media networks like the Extramural Community and            

this knowledge feeds and complements the University’s knowable Knowledge flow          

and at the same time the community facilitates absorption of new knowledge. This             

absorption is valuable because information the University seeks from the students           

can be better understood in this environment and vice versa. Thus, demonstrating            

the distance community as an example of a knowledge management system (KMS)            

effectively using tacit knowledge.  

a. Part of M@D’S KMS is the group advocacy system that also enhances            

decision making for initiatives like Help Desk, Masterclasses and M@D Stars.           

This means the structure promotes learning and skill development.   

i. (Filemon, 2014), (Pohjola & Puusa, 2016), (Denford & Chan 2011) 

2. Tacit knowledge is in a knowable flow in the community and has resulted in more               

than 1000 student information requests resolved in 2020 by peers alone. This same             

tacit knowledge is linked to the University via the Massey@Distance help desk. 

3. Social technology increases the speed that knowledge can get to important decision 

makers at the University like Student Services, Student Administration Management 

and Academic staff. The University is in a fortunate position because decision 

makers can access this tacit knowledge base via Massey@Distance while keeping 

official distance.  

a.  (Intezari & Pauleen, 2017), (Snowden, 2002), (Pohjola & Puusa, 2016), 

(Annabi & McGann, 2013), (Annabi & McGann, 2013) 

4.  Successful organisations must maintain the KMS so it becomes an asset (and 

component) of the business strategy that links to organisational decisions . m@d 

requires further support because their position as a virtual team is unique and such 

teams carry the need for different styles of management and leadership. 

a.   (Intezari, Pauleen, & Taskin, 2016), (Davis & Blass, 2007) 
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2.2.1 Providing Valuable Business Intelligence to the University 
Massey@Distance has long proven its capability for getting closer to the DE population than 

the University can, due to its ability to build rapport and open numerous channels of more 

informal communication than the University is capable of, as well as working at a more 

effective level than the University is capable of. 

Because of access to this style of informal communication and social platforms there are 

vast arrays and combinations of data and analytics and other business intelligence that 

Massey@Distance can get from DE students that remain untapped. The University may not 

be as capable of gathering this data itself, but Massey@Distance can feed it back to relevant 

stakeholders in the University. 

2.3. Acting as DE Critic and Conscience 
A major obligation of Massey@Distance is to hold the University accountable for its 

performance in delivering cost-effective, high-quality DE products to its customers -- DE 

students. This is critically important in the domestic New Zealand education market, where 

Massey University enjoys a monopoly in university-level DE qualifications.  

As such, Massey@Distance needs to remain willing to be mindful of this monopoly position, 

and maintain strong advocacy to maximise the fairness of the University’s DE offerings. 

 

3. Massey@Distance Operational Deliverables 
and Measurables 

3.1. Overview 
The existence of any student representative body, especially one which draws funding from 

compulsory Student Services Levies (SSL), can only be justified by the extent to which the 

student body contributes palpable value to students’ academic success, underlying welfare, 

futures and lives in general. 
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3.2. Tangible Operational Deliverables and Measurables 

3.2.1. Overview 
This section lists Massey@Distance tangible service deliverables  

 

3.2.2 Knowledge Management System 

Deliverables Measurables 

Analytics: 
● Help desk tickets 
● Group advocacy 
● Surveys 
● Masterclass reviews 
● All system metrics 

● All system analytics merged into 
cloud based software 

  

 
 

3.2.3 Employment Support System 

Deliverables Measurables 

Web: 
● Student Job Search 
● MyHub 
● Career Services 

Web page engagement metrics 

 

 

Masterclasses: 
● 8 Career Services per year 

Review metrics 

● Refers students to sources of 
support within the university and 
outside to external sources. 

 

Number count included in monthly reports 

 

 

● Massey Distance Stars: 
○ Tap here to view full system 

Feedback from students using the system 
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○ Massey Distance Stars is an 
initiative allowing for distance 
students to connect and 
network with each other via 
LinkedIn.  

○ Profiles for Distance Stars 
are regularly promoted via 
the page, introducing 
different distance students 
and where they are on their 
academic journey. 

 

● Internship Programme (structuring 
begins 2021): 

 

Feedback from students using the 
programme. 

 

 

 

3.2.4 Engagement System 

Deliverables Measurables 

● Outbound Communications: 
○ Website System 
○ Membership System 
○ MU Contact Centre: Cohort 

Email - Newsletters 
● M@D DB - monthly mail outs 
● Study Support System 
● Online event system 
● Membership System 
● Insights 
● MU Information 

 

● Refer to sub-system measurables 

Outbound Communications delivery: 
● Website 
● Social media channels: 
● Facebook 
● LinkedIn (m@d stars) 
● Instagram 
● Twitter 

● Refer to sub-system measurables 
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● Masterclasses: 
○ Based on incoming 

information requests and 
advocacy through m@d help 
desk. 

● Be Informed’ database 
● Orientation System 

● Massey Getting on Track 
Roadshow 

● Massey@Distance Online 
Orientations (twice a year) 
 

 

 

  

3.2.5 Help Desk and Group Advocacy System 

Deliverables Measurables 

Massey@Distance provides multiple points of 
contact for distance students, allowing 
students to engage via: 

● Telephone to 0800-OFF CAMPUS 
(0800-633226) 

● Email  
● Web  
● Social media community  
● Instant messaging via Facebook 

Messenger. 
● Advocacy triaging system 

 

● Inbound Tickets each month 
● Tickets Resolved each month 
● Average Time to Resolution 

(days) 
● % resolved within: 

○ 1 day 
○ 1 week 
○ 1 month 

● Satisfaction Level with Tickets 
from Student (2021) 

○ Students clicking on 
rating link 

● Escalations made each month 
○ Academic Staff 
○ Uni Admin 
○ MUSA 

● Analytics system refines data to 
reveal 

○ Student needs 
○ Information silos 
○ Improve student services 

at the University and 
within the association 

● Other measurables 
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Across all points of engagement, 
Massey@Distance help desk team members 
triage incoming messages appropriately in 
terms of urgency, and respond in a manner 
that: 

● Is timely 
● Is informative 
● Is supportive and constructive, whilst 

remaining objective 
● Is representative of our values 
● Is best targeted to the students’ need 
● Is appropriately toned 
● In cases where the students’ needs 

exceed M@D’s direct capabilities, or 
are not individual advocacy cases, they 
must refer students to resources within 
or outside the University, or to the 
support of the Distance Advocacy 
service. For example: 

○ Issues around enrolment 
finances 

○ Mental health issues 
○ Problems with accommodation 
○ One on one advocacy support 

● Student surveys 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3.2.6 M@D Online Event System  
 

Deliverables Measurables 

Four M@D hosted events a month, 
addressing: 
 

See Help Desk and Group Advocacy 
System 
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● Info request trends 
● Group advocacy resolutions 

 

Wellness System: 
 

See Wellness System: 
 

Study support system See Study Support System 

Massey@Distance Online Orientations 
(twice a year) 

● Mail-out surveys on academic 
progress 

Web calendar of all distance specific events 
across the University 
 

Web page engagement metrics 

 
 

3.2.7 Membership System  

Deliverables Measurables 

Membership: 

● Online payments: 
● Online banking payments 
● Profit margin of membership 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

● Membership Metrics 
○ Current Membership Count 
○ New Members Per Month 
○ Average New Member 

Subscription Level in 
$/month 

○ % of new members still 
paying after: 

■ 3 months 
■ 6 months 
■ 12 months 

○ Website 
○ Unique Visitors per month 
○ Visits by Area 

■ New Students 
■ Study Support 
■ Events/membership 
■ Insights 

○ ‘Be Informed’ student 
database  
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Welcome packs: 

● Merchandise orders 
● Inventory tracking 
● Assembly 
● Courier 

 
 
 
 
 

● 10 new members per month 
 

AGM and election eligibility (See 
Governance Deliverables) 

 

Monthly mail-outs from m@d database ● Mail-out metrics in Student Services 
report 

● Email open and web page 
engagement metrics 

 

 

3.2.8 Pastoral Care System 

Deliverables Measurables 

● Wellness system: 
○ Monthly masterclass 
○ Monthly powerpoint 

presentation 
○ Director attends monthly 

University wellness meetings 
○ Social media engagement 
○ Information available on 

website and major platforms 

● Monthly report from wellness 
director 

● Surveys 
● Web page engagement metrics 

 

● Engagement (system): 
○ Daily connection with 

students in online community 
○ Masterclasses 
○ Orientation System 
○ Help desk manager 

masterclass: 

○ Student services monthly 
report 

○ Masterclass review 
○ Student feedback from 

Masterclass 
○ Newsletters engagement 

metrics 
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■ Recaps on major 
challenges/info 
requests students are 
facing 

■ Summarizes 
escalated issues 
(refers to monthly 
report) 

■ Recaps on solutions 
to major incoming 
info requests 

■ Seeks to find out 
other issues and how 
students are feeling 

○ Newsletters*6- MU Contact 
Centre 

○ m@d database mail-outs 
 

○ m@d database mail-outs 
metrics 

○ Student surveys 

  

 
 

3.2.9 Revenue Development System 

Deliverables Measurables 

Membership System ● Profit margin report 
● Student satisfaction survey 

M@D Merch Shop ● Profit margin report 
● Student satisfaction survey 

Youtube Channel (under board discussion)  

Sponsorship  (under board discussion)  
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3.2.10 Massey@Distance Scholarships System 

Deliverables Measurables 

Applications open September 16th every 
year: 

● Web based 
● Promoted via the engagement 

system 

Audited and approved by the scholarships 
board 

●  Judging panel to evaluate 
applications  

● Produce final list of scholarship 
recipients for approval by the 
governing trust  

● Organise disbursement to winners. 

 

Audited and approved by the scholarships 
board 

 

3.2.11 Study Support System 

Deliverables Measurables 

Masterclasses for study support: 
○ Developed for 

student-tracked study related 
tickets 

● Masterclass review metrics 
 

Peer mentor system: 
○ Web page of peer mentors 

by subject 
○ Web form for students 

needing mentors 
○ Connecting students to 

mentors 
○ Official letter of reference for 

peer mentors 
 

●  Surveys 
● Web page engagement metrics 

 

Student tutors: 
○ Web listing by subject of 

student tutors 
 

● Surveys 
● Academic achievement review 
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Online m@d study support group: 
○ Twice weekly 

○ Reviews in monthly report 

mad.ac.nz/support: 
○ Study resources specific for 

distance 
○ Regularly updated with MU 

resources 
○ Updated with M@D 

resources 
○ Promoted on social and 

mail-outs through m@d 
database 

 

● Multiple web page engagement 
metrics 

 

Help Desk/ Group Advocacy 

○ Data used to tailor study 
support Masterclasses 

○ Info requests 

○ Connecting student to the 
right MU resources or 
service 

 

● Monthly report of quantitative data 
metrics 

● Yearly report of quantitative data 
metrics 

 

 

3.2.12 Website Management System 

Deliverables Measurables 

User interface updates weekly: 
● Incoming MU comms 
● Study Support system 
● Online Presentation System 

Deliverables 
● Help Desk and Group Advocacy 

System resolutions 
● MUSA advocacy 
● Pastoral Care System Deliverables 
● Surveys 

● Used in development of knowledge 
management system 

● Website included in m@d surveys 
● Mail out to DB to rate website 
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● Employment Support deliverables 
● Engagement System deliverables 
● Scholarships System 
● Student business directory 
● Governance documents 

 
 

Audit website every 6 months 
○ Using official audit criteria 

 

● Audits sent to Student Services 

 

Graphic design   
 

3.2.13 Distance Education Performance 

Delivered to the University, providing a 
strong indication of how Massey@Distance 
is performing and what student engagement 
and satisfaction rates are. 

● Student retainment and satisfaction 
○ Current headcount/EFTS 
○ Changes in headcount/EFTS 

over recent years 
 

 

3.3 Operational Intangibles 

3.3.1. Overview 
This section lists some of the more abstract benefits which Massey@Distance should 
deliver, but ones which will tend to be harder to measure in themselves. However, some of 
the results of these benefits could be quite measurable. 

3.3.2. Make Massey Distance Study Feel More Achievable 
First and foremost, Massey@Distance should be a friendly presence which inspires 
confidence in distance students, and helps them overcome as many study barriers as 
possible. 

3.3.3. Boost Massey University’s Distance Education Reputation 
To help maintain the sustainability of Massey University’s DE programme, 

Massey@Distance should act in ways which help maximise the attractiveness of Massey 

University DE as a study option. 
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This means maintaining a profile, and behaving in ways which lead to Massey DE alumni 

and dropouts to speak well of Massey’s DE as a study option. 
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4. Massey@Distance Governance Activities 
 

○ Governance Metrics 
○ AGM Attendance 
○ Elections Participation 

■ How many candidates 
■ Percentage of distance students voting in elections 

 

4.1. Overview 
This section lists the activities required within the Massey@Distance team for 
Massey@Distance to meet its requirements for compliance, funding, and producing the 
deliverables listed in Section 2 above. 

4.2. Business As Usual (BAU) Activities 
● Management and Governance 
● Accounting 
● Financial Support and Advice 
● Scholarships Admin 
● Communication 

4.2.1. Meetings with University Stakeholders 

4.2.2. Vice-Chancellor and Registrar 
President(s) Regular Meetings with Vice-Chancellor and Registrar 

● These occur monthly as a 1-hour online video meeting between the VC, Registrar 
and all student presidents 

Presidents Participating in MUSAF Meetings and Activities 

● Massey University Student Associations Federation (MUSAF) is a small overarching 
organisation which allows all representative student associations to act as a unified 
front, and provide support to each other on matters of mutual interest. Frequency and 
scope of MUSAF meetings/activities can vary 

Quarterly Reports to University 

● In exchange for its allocation of SSL funds, the University expects a monthly report of 
Massey@Distance activities, and the use it is making of the funds allocated to it. 

Monthly Grant Invoices 
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● These accompany the Monthly Reports, and are the basis for Massey@Distance to 
draw down payment of instalments towards its agreed grant agreement with the 
University 

Regular Committee Meetings 

● The Constitution requires Massey@Distance to have at least 6 committee meetings 
per year. Typically these will be conducted online through platforms such as 
Messenger Video Chat, Zoom, Skype, Hangouts or similar 

● Face to Face meetings due to transport costs are expensive, and should only happen 
rarely, typically once a year 

Annual General Meetings 

● The Constitution requires AGMs to occur in September. The AGM is the formal 
venue through which Massey@Distance accounts to its members for activities and 
use of resources, and commences the elections process to renew mandates of 
Massey@Distance team members 

Fundraising 

● Massey@Distance is only capable of full independent operation to the extent to 
which it is able to generate at least a major part of its revenue base from its own 
activities 

Applying for Future SSL Funding 

● From June each year, Massey@Distance needs to draft its SLA (Service Level 
Agreement) for the calendar year following, and engage with the Student Services 
Director and their staff to define the scope and funding levels in this agreement. 

 

Financial Stewardship 

● Massey@Distance needs to keep clear and accurate financial accounts 
● Work in with Massey@Distance Accountant to: 

○ Maintain clear financial records 
○ Ensure prompt payments to creditors 
○ Produce timely and accurate: 

■ Financial Report for AGM 
■ Monthly Grant Claim invoices 
■ GST returns 
■ Payslips for employees 
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4.3. Responsiveness Activities 
Responding to Support Requests 

Advocating for Students 

Responding to Incidents 

Liaising with Media 

 

4.5. Other Activities 
Responding to unexpected events as they occur, making optimal use of Massey@Distance 
resources in the interests of DE students. 
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5. Responsibilities of Massey@Distance Officers 

5.1. Overview 
This section provides a general description of the powers and responsibilities of office 
bearers of Massey@Distance. Together with common sense, integrity and best professional 
judgement, these should suffice to support officers to perform optimally in their roles for the 
best interests of Massey@Distance and those whom it represents. 

5.2. President(s) 
Much of the President(s) role is defined in the Constitution. 

It should be noted again here that the President is the only elected board-level role which 
also requires substantial executive effort.  

In addition to this: 

● If the role of President is shared between two people, they should meet frequently (at 
least weekly) to: 

○ Update each other on happenings 
○ Review progress with agreed tasks 
○ Support each other, and themselves, to sustain levels of performance needed 

by the organisation 
○ Ensure an equitable split (or at least a negotiated mutually acceptable split) of 

workload 
● Provide moral and visionary leadership, and be ready at any time to speak for 

Massey@Distance on matters relating to Massey@Distance and distance students 
and study in general 

● Build and maintain positive relationships with relevant stakeholders within, and 
external to, the University 

● Participate in MUSAF, the small but pivotal organisation representing all the student 
representative organisations 

5.3. Vice-President(s) 
This role also receives some definition in the Constitution. Basically, it is very similar to Area 
Representatives on Committee, except that: 

● The Vice-President does not represent any specific area; while they are encouraged 
to participate in Distance Volunteer Advocate events in their area, this is not 
expected 

● In the event of the (or both) President(s) becoming unavailable for any extended 
period of time, the Vice-President should remain ever ready and willing to assume 
the role of Acting President, with the full powers and responsibilities of that role 
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5.4. Secretary 
The role of Secretary is highly comparable with secretary roles in other incorporated 
societies, and includes: 

● Maintaining a register of current financial members, accurate and up to date 
regarding: 

○ Contact details 
○ Expiry date of membership 

● Attending all committee meetings and general meetings, circulating the agenda 
beforehand, taking minutes, and distributing finalised minutes promptly to committee 

● The Secretary role may be filled from any of: 
○ Massey@Distance Committee members (preferably not a President) 
○ Massey@Distance staff 
○ Any current distance student of Massey University 
○ Anyone not filling any of the above criteria, but with skills and interests suited 

to Massey@Distance 

5.5. Treasurer 
As communicated by the Massey@Distance Accountant, the general roles/responsibilities of 
the Treasurer are to: 

● Oversee the financial administration of the organisation 
● Monitor policy and procedures 
● Advise committee on financial strategy 
● Advice on funding streams 
● Review and set annual budget with Accountant. 
● Present budget to the committee for approval 
● Monitor budget to actual during the financial year 
● Monitor Financial position 
● Present annual Financial Statements to the AGM 
● Review accounts for payment monthly 
● Release payment batches with ANZ direct 
● Ensure the organisation meets its Financial Obligations 

 

5.6. Committee Members in General 
All members of the Committee should actively participate in the governance of 
Massey@Distance, according to governance best practice as defined by the New Zealand 
Institute of Directors. 

This participation includes, but is not limited, to: 

● Attending all (or most) committee and general meetings 
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● Contemplating current Massey@Distance activities in a broader strategic context, 
mindful of how these affect Massey@Distance’ longer-term position 

● Demand continued adherence by Massey@Distance committee members, staff 
members and appointees to the Massey@Distance Code of Ethics 

● Engaging in periodic strategic planning for the purpose of ensuring 
Massey@Distance maintains effectiveness, credibility and financial health in the 
years ahead 

In addition, all Committee members apart from President(s) should: 

● Hold President(s) to account for the performance of their own executive duties, and 
the performance of all staff and role appointees under their supervision 

5.7. Maori Representative 
Due to the broader cultural paradigm, this is a nuanced and multi-faceted role. The duties of 
Maori Representative include all the responsibilities of Committee members in general, as 
well as: 

● Monitor all activities of Massey@Distance in terms of their consistency with 
Massey@Distance’ identity as a Treaty-partnered organisation 

● In cases where conduct of Massey@Distance, or any of its committee, officers or 
staff are in breach of Treaty principles: 

○ Speaking up promptly and candidly to those involved 
○ Work with them to help restore consistency with the Treaty 

● Develop and maintain a network of contacts with external stakeholders, including: 
○ Other Maori student associations 
○ Key Maori business units and staff within Massey University 
○ Maori representatives in other student organisations 
○ Maori organisations in the wider community 

● Be receptive to contact from Maori distance students to help them with any matters of 
concern 

● Report regularly to committee regarding matters of concern to Massey’s Maori 
distance students 

5.8. Area Representative 
The role of Area Representative includes all the responsibilities of Committee members in 
general, as well as: 

● Remaining receptive to contact from distance students within their area of 
representation, providing help and support wherever possible, referring contact 
elsewhere within Committee, staff and appointees as needed 

● Networking with Distance Volunteer Advocates (DVAs) serving within their areas 
● Supporting and organising local distance student events within their area, preferably 

in collaboration with DVAs 
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● Bringing to Committee any issues specific to students within their area 

5.9. Appointed Roles 

5.9.1. Overview 
These roles are filled via appointment by Committee. People serving in these roles may or 
may not be members of Committee or Staff. 

5.9.2. Welfare Officer 
The Welfare Officer is responsible for monitoring the distance student population, identifying 
issues where  

5.9.3. Grants Officer 
In order for Massey@Distance to function to peak capacity, Massey@Distance needs to 
generate and maintain its own sources of financial support in addition to the SSL-based 
grants from the University. Massey@Distance’ ability to generate its own funds ensures a 
level of independence where Massey@Distance is not bound by Ministerial guidelines. 

The Grants Officer should provide leadership within a Grants Committee, for the purposes 
of: 

● Continually becoming aware of potential sources of funding, organisational, corporate 
and individual 

● Maintaining a growing database of potential and actual funding sources 
● Organising regular prospecting of these sources, with the intention of procuring their 

support in the form of (in order from most to least preferable): 
a. Ongoing recurring cash donation 
b. Occasional cash donation 
c. One-time cash donation 
d. Donations of products and services of value to distance students 
e. Arrangements to provide their regular goods and services to 

Massey@Distance members at a credible discount 
● Working with grant sources and donors to ensure they receive maximum value for 

their support (eg brand exposure, testimonial) 
● Reporting activities to Massey@Distance President(s) 

5.9.4. Technology Officer 
This proposed role is yet to be confirmed by the Committee. The purpose of this role is to: 

● Ensure that all technological infrastructure of Massey@Distance, such as websites, 
forms, membership databases and other online resources remain secure and 
serviceable 

● Identify and report to President(s) opportunities to leverage available technology to 
best support Massey@Distance in its activities 
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● Participate directly in projects of a technological nature in support of 
Massey@Distance’ mission 

● Outsource to other providers any technological efforts which lie beyond the 
Technology Officer’s own capabilities or availability 

 

5.9.6. Other Roles 
From time to time, the Massey@Distance Committee may create other roles, either for 
short-term projects, or for ongoing work deemed to be of benefit to the organisation. 

When any such role is proposed, a document defining the powers/responsibilities of that role 
should accompany the proposal, so the committee has a sound basis on which to approve or 
decline the proposal. 

 

Nominations for committee and officers 
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